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overlap with each other. This paper shows how interaction
technologies can be integrated and what applications can be
enabled by the integration.

ABSTRACT
We have integrated technologies related to virtual social
interaction, e.g. virtual environments, visual simulations, and
lifelike characters. In our previous efforts to integrate them, the
asymmetry between agents and avatars made the systems too
complex to be used widely. Another crucial problem we faced is
that it took a long time to construct agents that play various roles,
since each role needs its specific behavioral repertory. To
eliminate these problems, we developed a general-use platform,
FreeWalk/Q, in which agents and avatars can share the same
interaction model and scenario. We created a control mechanism
to reduce the behavioral differences between agents and avatars,
and a description method to design the external role rather than
the internal mechanism. In the development, we found that it was
necessary to prepare several topologies of control mechanism and
several granular levels of description method.

In FreeWalk/Q, lifelike characters enable virtual collaborative
events such as virtual meetings, virtual trainings, and virtual
shopping in distributed virtual environments. You can conduct
distributed virtual trainings [4][16][30] where you can use lifelike
characters as the colleagues of human trainees [26]. FreeWalk/Q
is not only for training but also for communication and
collaboration [3][14][27]. You can use lifelike characters as the
facilitators of virtual communities [7]. These characters and the
human participants can use verbal and nonverbal communication
skills to talk with one another [1]. FreeWalk/Q can also be a
browser of 3D geographical contents [15] in which lifelike
characters guide your navigation [12] and also populate the
contents [28].
In our previous efforts to integrate interaction technologies
[8][20], we found that the asymmetry between agents (the
characters controlled by programs) and avatars (the characters
controlled by users) made the systems too complex to be used
widely. But a general-use platform should be kept simple so that
many people can use it for many applications. The extreme
example of the asymmetry is agents and avatars that are not
sharing the same virtual space [1]. Even in the existing systems in
which agents and avatars can share the same space, the symmetry
in the interaction between them has not been considered
extensively enough [26].
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Another crucial problem we faced is that it took a long time to
construct agents that can socially interact with people, since such
agents need to play various roles and each role needs its specific
behavioral repertory. It should be easier to design the external
role of an agent instead of its internal mechanism. Previous
studies have focused on the internal mechanism rather than the
external role [12].

1. INTRODUCTION
We have developed a platform for supporting and simulating
social interaction in virtual space called “FreeWalk/Q.” Our goal
is the integration of diverse technologies related to virtual social
interaction, e.g. virtual environments, visual simulations, and
lifelike characters [24]. These interaction technologies should be
integrated in order to get widely spread and utilized, since the
application of each technology is limited and their applications

To solve the symmetry problem, we developed the FreeWalk
interaction platform. FreeWalk has a common interaction model
for both agents and avatars while at the same time having
different interfaces for them, so they can interact with each other
based on the same model. Agents are controlled through the
application program interface (API). Avatars are controlled
through the user interface (UI). FreeWalk does not care about
whether each character is an agent or an avatar.
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To solve the construction problem, we developed the scenario
description language Q. Q helps the designer of agents to describe
their external roles as interaction scenarios that define the
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interaction rules of each role. The language processor of Q is
connected to the API of FreeWalk so that each agent behaves
according to the assigned interaction scenario. Q enables the
agent designer to construct agents rapidly for any virtual
collaborative event.

z

2. INTERACTION PLATFORM

z

Interpersonal distance [5]

FreeWalk is a platform for constructing virtual collaborative
events in which agents and people can socially interact with each
other in a distributed virtual space. Figure 1 roughly shows the
distributed architecture of FreeWalk. An agent is controlled
through the platform’s API. A human participant enters the virtual
space as an avatar, which he/she controls through the UI devices
connected to the platform. Each character can be controlled from
any client. FreeWalk is a hybrid architecture in which the server
administrates only the list of current members existing in the
virtual space and each client administrates the current states of all
characters. This architecture enables agents and people to interact
with each other based on the same interaction model.

z

Gaze direction [13]

z

Pointing gesture

z

Awkward pauses in a conversation [2]

User

Program

UI

API

Based on these perception and action parameters, verbal cues and
nonverbal cues including the following examples are transmitted
by the virtual space:

Based on these cues, group behaviors including the following
examples finally occur:

B

z

Following others [25]

z

Forming a circle to have a conversation [13]

z

Eavesdropping on a conversation [2]

Figure 2 illustrates this model. The action parameters of each
character produce a cue. The perception parameters of each
character determine whether it perceives the cue. When a
character perceives cues, its next action is influenced by the cues.
For example, the walking direction of a character may change
when the character observes a pointing gesture produced by the
gestural parameters of another character.

Client 1
A

Hearing power that limits the distance range of the audible
area

C

Client 2
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B
UI
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Avatar
Agent

Action
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Client 3, 4, ...
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Figure 1. Architecture of FreeWalk

Next action
is influenced
by perceived cues.

Virtual space

2.1 Interaction Model

Figure 2. Interaction model

The interaction model was designed to provide building blocks
for constructing virtual collaborative events. Each character has
the following parameters that constitute its actions:
z

Location, velocity, and acceleration of the character for its
walking movement

z

Angle, angle velocity, and angle acceleration of the
rotations of the body, the head, and the arms for the deictic
gestural movements

z

Message and volume of the utterance

2.2 Interaction Interfaces
The API provides action and perception functions that can be
called by programs such as the language processor of Q. Some
examples of the action functions are Walk, Turn, Face, Point and
Speak. Examples of the perception functions are Position,
Observe, and Hear. When an action function is called, the action
parameters of the character are modified based on the arguments
that specify how to execute the action. When a perception
function is called, the action parameters of the characters within
the observable or audible area defined by the perception
parameters are examined. The purpose of this examination is to
find the cues specified by the arguments.

These action parameters can be perceived by another character
according to the following parameters that restrict its perceptual
ability:
z

Visual field that limits the angle range of the observable
area

z

Visual power that limits the distance range of the observable
area

The UI connects the platform with input/output devices such as a
keyboard, a mouse, a joystick, a display, a HMD, a speaker, and
so on. The action parameters are modified based on how the input
devices are controlled. The perception parameters determine the
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field of view displayed on the screen, the distance of the far
clipping plane, and the sound volume.

2.2.2 Hierarchical Topology: Turn, Face, and Point
It is annoying to shape deictic gestures that require the
coordination of the body, the head, and the arms. For example, a
character rotates its body, head, and arm when it explains some
object to another character. It is more convenient for the agent
designer to choose from prepared gestures. However, it is
annoying for a human participant to choose from prepared
gestures. It is natural for him/her to move freely his/her body,
head, and arms, especially when wearing VR input devices.

The API and UI eliminate the difference between agents and
avatars so that programs and human participants have equal
ability to produce cues. To eliminate the difference, we created
four topologies to connect the platform with the API and the UI.
The first one is the sharing topology that is used for the Walk
function. The second one is the hierarchical topology that is used
for the Turn, Face, and Point functions. The third one is the peerto-peer topology that is used for the Speak and Hear functions.
The last one is the divisional topology that is used for the Position
and Observe functions. Figure 3 summarizes these topologies
which are explained below.
User Program

UI

To make deictic gestures easy to control through both the API and
the UI, we adopted the hierarchical topology in which the API is
connected to the abstract layer of the gesturing mechanism while
the UI is connected to its primitive layer. Figure 3(b) shows this
topology. Each function of the abstract layer is a combination of
the functions of the primitive layer. For example, the abstract
function Explain is a combination of the primitive functions Turn,
Face, Point, and also Walk. When you call the Explain function,
you have to specify only to whom and which object to explain.
The Explain function determines how to move the body, the head,
and the arm according to social manners.

Program

API

User

Platform

(a) Sharing
Program

User

Figure 4 shows how the Explain action adapts to the positional
relationship among characters. In this figure, the agent explains
the map to the avatar in a subway station. You can see that the
standing position of the agent changes according to the side from
which the avatar comes. The standing position is determined by
the following three rules: 1) the agent should not block the view
between the map and the avatar; 2) the agent should not invade
the personal space of the avatar; and 3) the agent should be seen
by the avatar. The direction from the standing position to the
avatar becomes the target angle of the head. The direction to the
map becomes the target angle of the arm. The body’s target angle
is decided according to the head’s and the arm’s target angles.
Based on these target angles, the Turn, Face, and Point functions
change the angle velocities of the rotations of the body, the head
or the arm.

(b) Hierarchical

Program

User
Program

User

(c) Peer-to-peer

(d) Divisional

Figure 3. Topology of the control mechanism

2.2.1 Sharing Topology: Walk

2.2.3 Peer-to-peer Topology: Speak and Hear

We tried to make the walking mechanism be shared by programs
and human participants as much as possible. We adopted the
sharing topology in which the API and the UI share the process to
generate walking movements. Figure 3(a) shows this topology.

Human participants can talk with each other through vocal
channels. They can use vocal channels to talk also with agents via
speech-to-text (STT) and text-to-speech (TTS) engines. However,
agents do not use vocal channels to talk with each other and use
text channels instead. To deal with this complex condition of
communication channels, we adopted the peer-to-peer topology in
which the API and the UI are connected with each other through
the platform as shown in Figure 3(c) and explained below.

The Walk function receives the destination of the agent from the
program that controls it. Then, the function calculates the walking
direction and transfers it to the platform. A human participant
manipulates a keyboard or other devices to input to which
direction his/her avatar walks. When the platform receives the
direction to walk in, it tries to detect collisions with other
characters and with the spatial structures such as walls and pillars,
based on the pedestrian model [23]. Based on the result of the
collision detection, the gait animation is generated.

Figure 5 shows the implementation of this topology. Vocal
messages are exchanged between the UIs. Text messages are
exchanged between the APIs and also between the API and the UI.
The UI is responsible for STT and TTS conversions so that only
the channels between the UIs need to transmit audio data. To
enable the Hear function to search for key phrases, the API stores
the text messages that are received from other characters.

To keep the correspondence of the walking movement with the
graphical representation of the virtual space, the platform uses
neither prepared animation data nor simplified collision models.
A VRML model that is basically used for drawing the virtual
space is also used as a geometric model to detect collisions with
the spatial structure and to generate gait animations. The
animations are generated based on the hybrid algorithm of
kinematics and dynamics [29].

The Speak function of the API receives the message and the
volume of the utterance from the caller program while the UI
converts the recorded voice into its message and its volume. The
platform transmits the messages and the volumes. In this
transmission, the volume attenuates according to each distance
between the sending character and each receiving character. If the
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Figure 5. Implementation of communication channels

among characters, e.g. approaching, following, and gathering. The
Observe function enables programs to know what the character is
doing, e.g. inviting and leading.

Avatar from the right side

Figure 4. Adaptive function Explain

3. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
Q is a language for describing an agent’s external role through an
“interaction scenario”, which is an extended finite state machine
whose input is the perceived cues, whose output is an action, and
where each state corresponds to each scene. Each scene includes a
set of interaction rules, each of which is a couple made up of a
conditional cue and the consequent series of actions. Each rule is
of the form: “if the agent perceives the event A, then the agent
executes the actions B and C.”

perception parameter does not allow a character to hear the
message, it is not transmitted. After these processes, the Hear
function can search the message for the key phrases received from
the caller program.

2.2.4 Divisional Topology: Position and Observe
To perceive a situation in the virtual space, human participants
see their avatars’ views displayed on the screens. On the other
hand, programs call the perception functions that examine the
action parameters. Since an agent’s ability to perceive the
situation seriously affects its behavior, the perception functions
must be carefully designed to provide ability equal to that of a
human participants’. Although equal ability can be achieved by
having a single function able to examine all of the action
parameters, it becomes too complex to construct humanlike
perceptual behaviors. Each function should be kept simple.
However, the collection of functions each of which can sense a
single cue cannot achieve this equality of abilities.

In Q, it is easy to describe an agent’s complex role, since its
scenario can be divided into a number of scenes. When a scenario
writer specifies the rule set of each scene, he/she needs to
consider only what may happen within the scene. Moreover,
scenarios can be written either with a lot of detail or roughly,
since the syntax of Q does not care about the granularity of cues
and actions. When scenario writers want to specify the scenario in
detail, they can use fine-grained cues and actions.
In FreeWalk, each agent behaves according to the assigned
scenario. FreeWalk and the language processor of Q are
connected by a shared memory through which the Q processor
calls FreeWalk’s API functions to evaluate cues and actions
described in the current scene.

In the divisional topology, each API function is a division of the
functionality of the UI as shown in Figure 3(d). We divided the
UI’s perceptual functionality into two API functions. The Position
function can examine the location and the body angle. The
Observe function can examine the gestural parameters. We think
this is an intuitive division. The Position function enables
programs to obtain the positional and directional relationship

3.1 Specifying Scenarios
Q is an extension of Scheme, a Lisp programming language
dialect. A very short example of a scenario is presented below.
Cues start with a question mark and actions start with an
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However, it is difficult to use fine-grained actions such as !walk
and !speak to describe more abstract behaviors if the
overlapping between actions cannot be allowed at all. Thus, Q
supports non-blocking actions that can be executed in parallel.
For example, !walk can be a non-blocking action, since we can
speak and walk at the same time. To represent non-blocking
actions, we use the notation !!walk as you can see in Figure
6(b). If we use !!walk in the preceding example, the agent says
“Yes, may I help you?” just after he starts walking.

exclamation point. Cues are events that trigger interaction. Cues
keep on waiting for the specified event until it is observed
successfully. No cue can have any effect on the environment. It is
actions that change the environment. When cues and actions are
evaluated, the corresponding API functions are called.
(defscenario reception
(scene1
((?hear "Hello" :from $x)
(!speak "Hello" :to $x)
(go scene2))
((?hear "Bye")
(go scene3)))
(scene2
((?hear "Hello" :from $x)
(!walk :to $x)
(!speak "Yes, may I help you?" :to $x))
(otherwise (go scene3)))
(scene3 ...))

3.3 Executing Scenarios
Q’s processes are event-driven, and call FreeWalk’s API
functions asynchronously, while FreeWalk is a cyclic process like
other visual simulators and can execute the called functions at
regular intervals. We elaborated a connection mechanism to cope
with this incompatibility.
When Q’s processes call functions, the called functions are listed
in the shared memory. FreeWalk repeats the cycle of changing the
action parameters and drawing characters based on the amount of
change per cycle. When starting the next cycle, FreeWalk begins
executing the listed functions. If the function is an action that
takes some time to complete, FreeWalk continues to change the
action parameters across several cycles. The amount of change in
each cycle is determined by the period of the time elapsed since
the previous cycle. For example, the Walk function is repeated to
draw a character that goes forward another more in each frame
until it reaches the destination indicated by the caller program.

In this example, the scenario called ‘reception’ includes scene1,
scene2, and so on. In each scene, multiple cues can be evaluated
simultaneously. After either cue becomes true, the corresponding
action is evaluated. If none of the cues are satisfied, the
‘otherwise’ clause is evaluated. Though scenarios are written in
the form of simple scene transitions, it is possible to describe
complex roles since each scene can contain its unique
observational rules for agents. You can see that the same
observation yields different actions in different scenes. In scene1,
the agent says “Hello” when it hears someone say “Hello.” In
scene2, however, the agent approaches the person and responds
with “Yes, may I help you?” when it hears “Hello” again.

4. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we describe our previous studies on applying
virtual space to social interaction rather than preliminary or
imaginary applications of FreeWalk/Q. FreeWalk has been in
development for more than eight years and the FreeWalk/Q is the
latest product [21]. During this period of time, we have conducted
a lot of experiments to investigate how virtual space can support
and simulate social interaction. In these experiments, diverse
potential applications have emerged.

Since Q is a general-purpose scenario description language, with
a lot of description freedom, special-purpose application design at
the low level would be inadequate. We thus introduced
Interaction Pattern Cards (IPC) to capture the interaction patterns
in each application, therefore providing a higher level of
abstraction. Figure 6(b) shows the scenario for a virtual
evacuation and Figure 6(a) shows an IPC equivalent of the
scenario [17]. Scenario writers can use spreadsheet software to fill
in the card. IPC provides a pattern language, and so it should be
carefully designed by analyzing the interactions in each
application. You can learn more about Q in [10].

4.1 Virtual Communities
It has become possible to enjoy worldwide communication from a
living room. However, this kind of distant communication is
limited to discussions related to shared goals or interests. This
limitation had already been reported before the wide spreading of
the Internet. In the early 1990’s, many researchers tried to
produce informal daily conversations among distributed
workplaces such as different floors and distant buildings. It was
known that daily conversation sustains human relations,
contributes to collaborative working, and is indispensable to an
organization. We developed the first version of FreeWalk, which
combines video-mediated communication with virtual space, to
convey conversational awareness through freely walking video
avatars [19]. Although the researchers proposed various brilliant
ideas to extend videoconferencing, they could not generate daily
conversations between remote places that would take place as
frequently as in face-to-face environments [11].

3.2 Level of Detail of Interactions
Just like the level of detail technique is useful for rendering a
landscape, it is useful for describing interaction. Q can provide
different levels of cues and actions. FreeWalk/Q provides both
fine-grained and coarse-grained actions. When you do not care
about
details,
you
can
use
!explain
instead
of !walk, !turn, !face, and !point. It is easy to prepare
and use different levels of actions, since unlike functions in
programming languages, Q does not define the semantics of
actions.
In Q, actions are basically sequential to avoid complexity. The
next action begins when the previous action is completed.
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(defscenario Follow-Me-Method ()
(let ((target '()))
(scene1
((?observe :name Exit-A :state Open)
(!change :image Putting-on-a-Cap)
(set! target (Choose-Closest-Evacuee))
(!approach :to target)
(!speak :to target :sentence "Follow me")
(!!walk :route (list Point-Y Exit-B))
(go scene2)))
(scene2
((?position :name target :distance '(3.0 9.9))
(!finish :action "walk")
(!!turn :to target)
(go scene2))
((?position :name target :distance '(0.0 1.5))
(guard
((?position :name me :at Left-Room)
(!!walk :route (list Point-Y Exit-B))
(go scene2))
((?position :name me :at Right-Room)
(!!walk :route (list Exit-B))
(go scene2))))
((?position :name target :at Exit-B)
(go scene3)))
(scene3
(#t
(!walk :route (list Outside))))
(b) Q scenario

(a) Interaction Pattern Cards

FreeWalk simulation

Experience

(d) Bird’s-eye view

Observe

(c) First-person view

(e) Human participants

Figure 6. Evacuation simulation
discussions without worrying about human relations, rather than
for maintaining human relations. Even though the importance of
international collaboration is increasing, we have not yet found a

Currently, virtual communities are very common. However, they
are still far from being a substitute for real-world communities.
Internet BBSs seem to be regarded as online places for free
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way to support daily conversation between geographically
separated places. It can be said that it is almost impossible to
support daily conversation by providing only environments such
as videoconferencing systems and BBSs. Since this conclusion
suggested us to upgrade the level of communication support from
the environments, we tried to place a third-party agent as virtual
space conversation facilitator [8]. Such an agent is not the same as
usual software agents because it has the capability to socially
interact with people. This kind of agent is called “social agent”
[18].
We conducted several experiments in which a social agent
intervenes in human conversations in FreeWalk virtual space. Our
social agent played the role of facilitator of the first time meetings
and provided human subjects a topic to resume their faltering
conversations. The agent had communication skills necessary to
become a facilitator such as adjusting interpersonal distance [5],
controlling gaze direction [13], and eavesdropping on a
conversation to detect its faltering [2]. The experiments clarified
the interesting effects of social agents on virtual communities. For
example, we found that social agents can be influential enough to
control human relations according to the balance theory [20].

Figure 7. Shopping street

4.3 Virtual Cities
In our project [9], we constructed the 3D model of a real-world
shopping street and agents that can guide people in the virtual
shopping street of FreeWalk/Q and also populate it as shown in
Figure 7. We constructed them not for online shopping but for
real-world shopping. Visitors are able not only to feel the
atmosphere but also plan and practice the routes to walk around
before visiting the real-world site. Residents can easily track
renewals and replacements of shops. We found that the
combination of pictures taken by digital cameras and a simple
geometric model based on the map worked well for these
purposes. We also found that an avatar’s sighting behavior, which
indicates his/her attention and interests, could be a strong cue that
invokes some introduction from the guide agent.

4.2 Virtual Trainings
Since smooth evacuation is related to the safety of our lives, we
are taught how to evacuate in preparation for a disaster. For
example, fire drills are conducted in schools. However, it is rare
to conduct fire drills in large-scale public spaces such as a central
railway station, even though it is a place where a vast amount of
people gathers. It is obvious that we can significantly benefit from
crowd simulations for learning about evacuation in such city
spaces. Multi-agent simulations can effectively deal with the
complex behavior of escaping crowds in evacuation [6][23].
However, conventional multi-agent simulations are not tailored
for learning evacuation. Since they are designed for analyzing
crowd behavior, they do not take human involvement much into
account. For example, crowds are usually represented as moving
particles. It is not very easy to interpret such a symbolic
representation. Moreover, it is almost impossible for users to
become simulated crowds to experience a virtual evacuation.
FreeWalk/Q can compensate these incapabilities.

5. CONCLUSION
In a general-use platform for virtual social interaction, a lot of
heterogeneous actors and roles must be involved. We described
how to implement and use a platform in which software agents
and people’s avatars can share the same environment, the same
interaction model, and the same interaction scenario. In the design
of such an integrated platform, the integration between agents and
avatars is a key issue. We proposed the control mechanism and
the description method to integrate their behaviors. We found that
the topology of control mechanism and the granular level of
description method depend on each behavior. Therefore, it is
necessary to prepare several topologies and description levels.

In FreeWalk/Q, a virtual city space and virtual crowds are
represented as 3D photo-based models. Since users can change
the viewpoint of a simulation freely, they can observe the
simulation through a bird’s-eye view (BE) and also experience it
through their first-person views (FP). In FP, users can practice
decision making, since they control their avatars according to
their decisions made based on what the view informs (Figure 6(c)).
BE is more effective in understanding an overall crowd behavior
than FP (Figure 6(d)). Since both views have different efficacies,
we compared them and also derived their synergic effects to find
the best way to learn evacuation and what kind of superiority FP
has. A lot of simulations were conducted to enable this
comparison. In the FP simulations, six evacuees were subjects’
avatars (see Figure 6(e)) and the other ten evacuees were agents.
BE simulations included only agents. You can find more details
of this experiment in [22]. As a result of our analysis, we found
that the best way to learn evacuation in a virtual city is that
learners control their avatars in the crowd simulation after they
observe the overall crowd behavior.
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